
 

 

Welcome 

1. Wireless design extend your working distance 

2. 256 changeable link Ids let you be free from interference by other wireless mouse and keyboard used 

nearby 

3. Use 27MHZ wireless digital technology 

4. Precise Optical Technology, The motion can be detected on most surfaces, including wood, plastic, paint, 

etc.  

5. Smart power management for power saving and won’t cause undesired effect to power supplying 

6. Plug and play design 

Installing the batteries 

 

Step 1: Press the front side of the button to open the top cover 

Step 2: Insert two AA A batteries as shown inside the battery compartment. 

Step 3: replace the cover. 

 

 

Setting up your Cordless mouse 

Plug the USB receiver in the USB port of PC or connect the PC and mouse by the USB cable, now you are  

Ready to place the mouse on your desktop. Because the mouse uses cordless radio technology, placement of 

your mouse is not critical, giving you considerable freedom of movement and a more enjoyable computing 

experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Press the front side of the button to 

open the top cover 

Press the back side of the button to 

get the mini receiver out 



 

 

 

Insert the USB receiver inside after use.  

 

 

 

 

Troubleshooting 

Try one or more of the following: 

� For optimal performance, place the receiver at least eight inches or 20 centimetres away from electrical 

devices, such as the computer, the computer monitor, or other electrical external devices. 

� Make sure you have installed the battery correctly. 

� If you are working on a metallic surface, try using a mouse pad and turning the receiver on its side for 

better reception. 

� Set the security Ids. Please set as following the steps that mentioned in changing the Security Ids. 

 

Mouse Not Detected 

When using the mouse, the computer may not detect it. To remedy this problem, try the following: 

� Make sure the receiver cable is plugged into the right port. 

 

The Screen Cursors Does Not Move Properly 

Change the position of your radio receiver, because it may be too far from the mouse or a large metal object 

may be interfering with the receiver’s radio reception. Try moving the  mouse to improve reception. 

 

Can’t charge the battery 

Make sure connect the cable and mouse properly. 

 

If your tabletop surface is highly reflective like a mirror or is not smooth, your tabletop surface will interfere 

the optical sensor of the mouse. Try using a mouse pad, or use the mouse on a different tabletop surface. 


